EHR Documentation
Guide
The following items are recommended for documentation in the EHR to facilitate appropriate clinical
management of patients enrolled in CoCM, along with billing and quality improvement/collaborative
care implementation monitoring. These items may be built into a structured form or programmed fields;
however, the data will be used to monitor quality and, for ease of reporting, should be extractable, if
able.
This guide should be used alongside the Patient Registry Development Guide1 to ensure all appropriate
fields are documented and appropriate information can be pulled into the patient registry.

Getting Started
The first step in preparing your EHR to support CoCM documentation is to determine how to indicate
that a patient is enrolled in CoCM. CHCs have created a “dummy-code,” specific CoCM program, or
encounter type for which to enroll patients.
Next, we recommend reviewing your current EHR behavioral health documentation forms to determine
which documentation fields are already programmed into your current platform and the best way to
incorporate the remaining CoCM fields. The required, recommended, and optional fields for CoCM
documentation are outlined below. The CoCM treatment team should document information for fields
that are not programmed into the EHR as longhand notes within the chart.
Some CHCs will use a patient registry that pulls data directly from the EHR. The fields that are required
or recommended for the patient registry are indicated (*).

EHR Documentation Fields
Required Fields
Consent for CoCM
 Format: Checkbox (recommended) or longhand
 See note on consent on page 5
Referral into CoCM
 Format: as supported by the EHR, will vary by CHC
Program enrollment status*
 Format: Radio Button/Drop-down
 Field Options:
o Pending (i.e., patient has been referred to CoCM, but not yet enrolled in the program)
o Active
o Inactive
 When a patient is marked as inactive, if able, the EHR should show the patient was once
enrolled within the program
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CoCM treatment recommendation implemented (i.e., was it implemented by the PCP?)*
 Radio Button/Drop-Down
 Field Options
o Yes
o No
If not, why?
 Format: Drop-down
 Field Options:
o Patient refused
o PCP refused
o Unable to reach patient
o Other
Last panel review date*
 Format: Date field
 This may also be documented in the patient registry
Outcome measures and date performed*
 PHQ-9 and GAD-7
 Format:
o Numeric field (i.e., PHQ-9/GAD-7 score)
o Date field
 If able, graphed PHQ-9 and GAD-7 scores are clinically helpful for monitoring purposes
PHQ-9, Questions #9*
 Format: Radio Button/Drop-down or numeric field
 Field Options:
o 0
o 1
o 2
o 3
Minutes dedicated to CoCM activities
 Format: 3- digit numeric field (0-150), no alphabetical characters
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Recommended Fields
Interventions provided
 Format: Check boxes
 Field Options:
o Motivational Interviewing
o Problem-Solving Therapy
Behavioral Activation
o Medication Monitoring
o Psychoeducation
o Self-Management Planning
o None
 User should have ability to select more than one intervention
Reason for inactivation, following referral (i.e., if patient was never enrolled)
 Format: Radio Button/Drop-down
 Field Options:
o Patient declined
o Unable to reach
o Need a different level of care
o Other
 This field should be available if the program enrollment status changes from pending to inactive
Reason for inactivation, following enrollment
 Format: Radio Button/Drop-down
 Field Options:
o Episode resolved (i.e., symptom remission or response)
o Unable to reach
o Patient declined
o Need a different level of care
o Patient left clinic
o Other
 This should be available if the program enrollment status changes from active to inactive
Prioritize for next panel review with psychiatric consultant*
 Format: Radio button/Drop-down:
 Field Options:
o Yes
o No
 A flag button may also be available in the patient registry
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Type of treatment recommendation made in panel review
 Format: Check boxes
 Field Options:
o Medication
o Therapy
o Brief intervention
o Tangible resource
o Other
 User should have ability to select more than one intervention
Screening measures and date administered
 AUDIT-C, PCL-5, PCL-6, CIDI-Based Bipolar Questionnaire, MOCAǂ
 Format:
o Numeric field (i.e., score on screening measure)
o Date field
ǂ
Due to the nature of the MOCA screening tool, this measure will likely need to be administered on
paper and scanned into the EHR.

Optional Fields
Level of Care (i.e., contact frequency)
 Format: Radio Button/Drop-Down
 Field Options:
o 1 (low-need, contact every 3 months)
o 2 (medium-need, contact every 1 – 3 months)
o 3 (high-need, contact monthly or more frequently, if needed)
 Use of this measure and level of care categorizations will vary by each CHC
Type of contact made
 Format: Radio button/Drop-down
 Field Options:
o In-person
o Phone
o Patient portal
o Mail
o Care coordination
Next contact date (i.e., date the BHCM should attempt to contact the patient)
 Format: Date field
Reminders
 Initial contact reminder 7 days after patient referred to program
 Contact reminder for patients 28 days after completing a PHQ-9 and/or GAD-7
 Format: Date field
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Consent:
The patient’s consent to receive CoCM services may be verbal or written, but must be documented in
the EHR and received before CoCM services begin2. Recording this information will be necessary when
the patients are billed using psychiatric CoCM codes.



It is recommended to include a checkbox to document patient consent
Consent must include:
o Permission to consult with a psychiatric consultant and relevant specialists
o Information on cost sharing, including deductible and coinsurance for in-person and
non-face-to-face services #
o Information that only one provider can furnish and be paid for CoCM services in the
calendar month #
o Information that disenrollment from CoCM can occur at any time and will be effective at
the end of the month #

#

These elements of consent will be required when patients are billed for behavioral health or CoCM
billing codes.

Example of Consent Language:
I have discussed [site’s] Collaborative Care program with the patient, including the roles of the
behavioral health care manager and psychiatric consultant. I have informed the patient that they will be
responsible for potential cost sharing expenses for both in-person and non-face-to-face services. The
patient has agreed to participate in the Collaborative Care program and for consultations to be
conducted with relevant specialists.

Templates
In addition to the data fields outlined above, documentation templates for the BHCM, PC, and PCP are
outlined in the EHR Documentation Template Guide3. This text may be programmed into the EHR for
ease of documentation.

2

Medicare Program; Revisions to Payment Policies under the Physician Fee Schedule and Other Revisions to Part B
for CY 2018; Medicare Shared Savings Program Requirements; and Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program, 42 CFR
405, 410, 414, 424, and 425 (2017) https://s3.amazonaws.com/public-inspection.federalregister.gov/201723953.pdf
3

Available via https://mccist.org/implementation/pre-implementation/ehr/
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